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National statistical offices and other organizations collect data on individual subjects (persons, businesses,
organizations), typically while assuring the subject that data pertaining to them will be held confidential. These data
provide the raw material for statistical data products (tabular summaries, microdata files comprising data records
pertaining to individual subjects, and, potentially, public statistical data bases and statistical query systems) which
the statistical office disseminates to multiple, broad user communities. Statistical disclosure limitation (SDL) refers
to the problem and methods for thwarting re-identification of a subject and divulging the subject's confidential data
through analysis or manipulation of disseminated data products. SDL methods abbreviate or modify the data product
sufficiently to thwart disclosure. SDL problems are typically computationally demanding; several have been shown
to be NP-hard. Many SOL methods draw upon statistical, mathematical or optimization theory, but at the same time
heuristic and partial approaches abound. Contributions from a Bayesian perspective have been few but are
increasing. A strong theoretical connection between defmitions of statistical disclosure, measurement of disclosure
risk, and evaluation of SDL methods is lacking. This suggests opportunities for Bayesian and hierarchical
approaches. Selected opportunities and associated SOL methodological issues are discussed.
\eas
\key{disclosure risk; synthetic data; multiple imputation; Bayesian model averaging; E-M algorithm; exact linear
bounds; MCMC computation}
\section {1. }{Introduction}
Bayesian and hierarchical methods have been used with success in several areas of official statistics and public
policy. These methods are particularly well-suited to assessment of condition and risk, e.g., environmental and
ecological modeling, health risk assessment, and assessment of computer models, often in combination with
statistical methods for spatial, temporal, spatio-temporal and trends analysis.
\it{Statistical disclosure limitation} (SOL) refers to a suite of methods designed to thwart efforts by unauthorized
third parties to identify subjects of statistical inquiries and infer confidential data pertaining to them. Most SDL
methods modify or abbreviate the data product to the point where subject data has been sufficiently \it{masked}.
SDL methods used by national statistical offices (NSOs) include: for frequency count tabulations, rounding or
introducing random noise into counts; for tabulations of magnitude data, e.g., monthly sales, cells that represent
unacceptable risk of disclosure are suppressed from publication, together with sufficiently many it\ {complementary
suppressions} to ensure that original suppressions cannot be reconstructed or narrowly estimated; and, for statistical
microdata, viz., data files whose records correspond to individual responding units, a variety of local suppression,
recategorization, rounding, perturbing and ad hoc methods are used. In addition, replacing original data by modelgenerated data has been suggested. Federal Committee on Statistical Methodology (1994) for provides discussion of
confidentiality issues in U.S. official statistics and a synopsis ofSDL methods. Only limited use of Bayesian and
hierarchical methods has been made in statistical disclosure limitation, with a few notable exceptions.
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I was invited to ISBA 2000 to speak on my perspective on opportunities for use of Bayesian methods in statistical
disclosure limitation. I chose to include hierarchical and likelihood methods with Bayesian approaches. From the
outset, it should be clear that I am a consumer, not a producer, of Bayesian methods.
The term "disclosure limitation" has emerged from earlier tenninology including "disclosure protection" and
"disclosure control" in recognition of the fact that the release of statistical data inevitably implies something about
the characteristics of the subjects from which the data are derived. This tenninology implies to me the existence ofa
quantitative measure (most likely, a continuous measure} of disclosure on which the degree of"limitation" can be
assessed. Unfortunately, this intuitively valid notion has failed to find its way into rigorous implementation in most
aspects of disclosure limitation. This lacuna in the research fabric is the main motivation for my comments.
The next two sections highlight selected areas of statistical disclosure limitation methodology where introduction of
Bayesian and hierarchical methods appears to me to be promising. Section 2 deals with applications already
ongoing, and focuses on opportunities related to increased or enhanced use of these methods. Section 3 deals with
areas where Bayesian and hierarchical methods have not been applied, and focuses on promising avenues of
research. A research direction in MCMC computation, combining Bayesian statistics and mathematical
optimization, is proposed. Section 4 contains concluding comments.
\section{2.} {Expanded Use of Existing Methods}
In Sec. 2.1 we present examples of current and past Bayesian and hierarchical approaches to problems in statistical
disclosure limitation. These examples were selected based on opportunities we perceive for increased or extended
work along similar lines, as discussed in Sec. 2.2. No attempt is made to summarize these approaches fully nor to
provide an exhaustive Jist of Bayesian and hierarchical approaches to SDL.
\subsection {2.1} {Existing Methods}
Following work in the 1970s by 0. Frank and C.-M. Cassel on distribution-based attacks on exact and approximate
disclosure in tabulations, the introduction of Bayesian and hierarchical approaches to statistical disclosure limitation
began in the 1980s. Its continuation at ISBA 2000 included two invited session on SDL involving Bayesian data
aggregation (Kokolakis and Nanopoulos), Bayesian multiple imputation (Raghunathan and Rubin), comparing
masked and synthetic microdata (Duncan and Keller-McNulty), modeling population uniques (Fienberg and Makov),
and hierarchical Bayesian models for producing synthetic microdata from economic surveys (Franconi and Stander).
Duncan and Lambert (l 986, 1989) developed Bayesian risk models for tabulations and microdata files. The authors
demonstrate a correspondence between plausible uncertainty functions and commonly used operational rules to
define statistical disclosure, thereby providing a foundational link between rules used in practice and quantifiable
notions of disclosure risk (thus, the first step towards an operational realization of our intuitive notion). Tools of this
sort enable the development of disclosure rules based on \it{nominal disclosure}, viz., how close, based on prior
infonnation, the attacker can come to confidential information, or on \it{relative disclosure}, viz., how much the
attacker's prior knowledge of confidential information increases following release of the data product.
Paass (1985) employed statistical matching methods to simulate disclosure attack on a public use microdata file
using a matching file. Paass simulated errors in matching variables from standard distributions. While later research
pointed to the conclusion that actual inconsistencies between files do not obey simple distributional paradigms, and
that real files are actually harder to match than simulated ones, Paass' work did demonstrated that massive but
nevertheless simple random perturbation of data values is unlikely to provide meaningful disclosure limitation.
Microdata files are typically created by sampling larger (in some cases, population) files. The degree and
complexity of the sampling provides some disclosure limitation. At greatest risk are sampled subjects whose
records are unique in the sample tile. Skinner and Holmes (1992), Fienberg and Makov (1998), and Samuels (1999)
are concerned with the consequent problem of inferring that a sample-unique is in fact a population-unique. Skinner
and Holmes discuss but do not employ a fully Bayesian modeling framework; the other authors do. Further work
reported at ISBA 2000 by Makov aims to improve Samuel's approach.
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Rubin (1993) and, at ISBA 2000, Raghunathan and Rubin, believe that acceptable levels of disclosure risk for
microdata files are not achievable using standard SOL methods, and propose releasing only \it{synthetic microdata}.
The authors propose a methodology based on constructing a statistical model from the original microdata and
releasing versions of the file containing model-generated imputations in place of original data values. Multiply
imputed versions of the file are released so that users can estimate the increase in variance caused by imputation.
Fuller (1993) assess the vulnerability of masked microdata to attack. Little (1993) investigates methods for
analyzing disclosure-limited data. Lambert (1993) distinguishes between \it{disclosure risk}, viz., probability of
identifying a subject from the data, and \it{ disclosure hann}, viz., likelihood of attributing confidential infonnation
or sensitive characteristics to the subject.
\subsection {2.2} {Expanded and Related Methods}
I see three areas where work on Bayesian methods applied to statistical disclosure limitation could be extended.
Bayesian methods could be used to develop fonnal models and definitions of disclosure risk. A disclosure rule
assumes something about prior infonnation available to the attacker, even if this is not stated explicitly. For
example, an individual's income or a business's receipts can be estimated with confidence to within some
percentage, even if this percentage is large. Some of the characteristics of an individual, e.g., gender, residence,
profession, are likely to be publicly known~ others, e.g., age, can be approximated; and others, e.g., nationality,
marital status, can be inferred according to some probability distribution. Quantitative disclosure limitation criteria,
such as it\{minimum population threshold} (the population-based size of the smallest geographic area identified) or
SOL methods, such as rounding, can be related to probabilistic statements. Expected values can be computed for
population-level cross-classified tabulations. All of this, plus public infonnation can be used to develop reasonable
prior distributions on attacker knowledge. Within a Bayesian framework, posterior predictive distributions can be
estimated for SDL-re1ated statistics such as expected number of population uniques or the percentage within which a
competitor can estimate business data. This in tum enables assessment of the actual disclosure protection provided
by the original disclosure rule and disclosure limitation criteria and methods. Finally, with this experience and such
models, the NSO can evolve models and improved definitions of disclosure and disclosure risk that relate prior and
specialized infonnation to posterior inference. The framework of Lambert (1993) should be explored in this context.
More work on classifying population uniques and small domains would be beneficial. NSOs would benefit greatly
from experience along these lines that could help quantify conditions under which population uniqueness or small
domains can be inferred with confidence. Examples of potential conditions include the number of cross-classifying
variables permitted or the distribution of marginal totals. As just indicated, it would also be useful to expand the
focus of investigation from uniqueness to small domains. In addition to salient individuals, it is important to quantify
and compare disclosure risk for a randomly selected individual and that for the average individual, as the approach to
and degree of disclosure limitation is likely to differ between these cases.
Rubin's arguments for releasing synthetic data are compelling, and deserve further investigation. A principal
criticism of model-generated data is that it is dependent on the completeness and representativeness of the model,
e.g., interactions not modeled cannot be examined using synthetic data. Perhaps this can be addressed by use of
\it{Bayesian model averaging} so that an entire class of models can be simulated. An important question is then
whether NSOs should simply release the model(s}. Work is needed on the practical analytical use of synthetic data,
and on the kinds of ancillary information the NSO could provide to support and to till gaps not covered by the
model, e.g., \it{contextual variables}. Discussions to date of synthetic data have focused on microdata. For tabular
data, the release of interval data or synthetic tabulations in lieu of data with suppressions should be investigated.
Finally, the predominant issue of quantifying and evaluating the effects of disclosure limitation on data use it seems
to me tits neatly within a hierarchical Bayesian framework, whether those data are disclosure-limited or synthetic.
Each of the above three proposals deals with cutting-edge research. To be fully useful and evaluated by NSOs, the
results of such research, viz., models and methods, should be made available in well-documented software. In
addition to helping familiarize NSO personnel with the methodology and its limitations, software enables transfer of
the technology from developer to user. This is of particular importance because realistic testing ofSDL methods
requires actual, not simulated data, often unavailable to researchers outside the NSO.
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\section {3.} {Opportunities for Bayesian and Hierarchical Approaches in Statistical Disclosure Limitation}
This section presents selected problems in SOL and associates to each Bayesian and hierarchical approaches that in
my view promise to offer improvement towards solving the problem. Section 3.1 deals with a range of problems of a
general sort. Section 3.2 deals with an important problem for tabular data.
\section {3.1 } {Selected Opportunities}
Paass (1985) provided the first serious attacker simulation in the literature. Unfortunately, relatively few studies of
this sort have since been perfonned, and we list it as new, rather than expanded, work. Bayesian approaches are
natural here: attacker scenarios can be expressed as prior distributions, disclosure limitation criteria and methods can
be applied to the original data or represented as constraints, and posterior predictive distributions can be estimated
and characterizations of disclosure risk quantified. For microdata, prior knowledge, ancillary information such as
published tabulations, and record linkage techniques could be simulated. For tabulations, linear structural equations
would be incorporated. For statistical data base query systems, these features as well as resampling could be
simulated and examined. From these simulations would arise an in depth, realistic understanding of the relationship
between disclosure rules, disclosure limitation strategies and actual disclosure risk.
lt would be easy to incorporate measurement and sampling error within a Bayesian model of a data product and its
disclosure limitation. This would enable assessment of the degree of disclosure limitation provided by factors
already present in original data.

Multi-dimensional contingency tables are a standard data product, and are staples ofa statistical data base. For
confidentiality reasons, internal entries and some marginal totals may be partially or completely suppressed, rounded
or perturbed prior to release. \it{lterative proportional fitting}, a statistical algorithm based on likelihood melhods,
can be used to impute missing or distorted values, subject to known marginals. More general types of missing data
can be estimated via the E-M algorithm. Limited experience shows that such approaches often come close to
original data. It is important to investigate further the degree of this similarity and the reasons why.
Bayesian models can be used to simulate important confidentiality scenarios. The usefulness of disclosure-limited
microdata files can be enhance by providing ancillary infonnation such as contextual variables. The effects on
confidentiality of various fonns of ancillary infonnation, or of record linkage between two files, needs to be
simulated. Statistical data base query systems, discussed in the literature during the 1990s, are sure to emerge this
decade. A potential problem in this environment is it\{gridlock}, viz., reaching a point where further release of data
would lead to disclosure. Bayesian models could be used to simulate a statistical data base query system and to
better understand gridlock and other operational scenarios.
\.subsection{J.2} {Bounding Entries in Multi-Dimensional Statistical Tables}
Approaches to statistical disclosure limitation in tabular data and to evaluating its effectiveness (\it{disclosure
audit}) rely predominantly on mathematical fonnulations and optimization (Cox 1980, 1987, 1994, I995; Fischetti
and Salazar 2000). A promising connection between disclosure audit and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
computation is apparent, as follows.
Consider the following problem. An NSO cannot release the internal entries of a particular multi-dimensional (ndimensionaJ) contingency table due to confidentiality concerns, e.g., the presence of too many small counts. It is
decided to release instead the (n-1 )-dimensional marginal totals, viz., obtained by adding internal entries along
precisely one of then dimensions. The NSO next must assess the adequacy of this procedure, viz., are linear
estimates of disclosure cells (the small counts) sufficiently broad to pennit this release? This is the \it {n-dimensional
bounding problem}: determining for each internal cell exact integer linear lower and upper bounds on the cell value,
given the marginals. For details of the next paragraph, see Cox (2000a).
The n-dimensional bounding problem is an integer linear programming problem and is computationally infeasible to
solve except for the case of a small number of small tables. Heuristic algorithms have been offered (Buzzigoli and
Giusti 1999; Fienberg 1999), all of which have been shown to be weak or to fail (Cox 2000b), for two reasons. First,
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sufficient conditions on the set of n {n-1 )-dimensional marginal totals ensuring the existence of a feasible ndimensional contingency table have yet to be discovered, despite five decades ofresearch in the operations research
community on what they refer to as the \it {solid transportation problem}. Heuristic algorithms based on integer
operations among purported marginals will produce seemingly valid integer bounds when in fact no tables exists.
Second, in three or higher dimensions, it is possible that, given integer marginals, the continuous lower or upper
bound on an internal entry can be noninteger. Proposed bounding algorithms improve inexact integer lower and
upper bounds using integer operations. Such methods, which proceed it\{ inwards} from outside of the feasible
region, are therefore incapable of crossing beyond a noninteger exact continuous bound in pursuit of the exact
integer bound. Similarly, methods that rely on all-subsets analysis, e.g., as proposed at ISBA 2000 by Fienberg, are
as complex computationally as a tree-structured search for feasible integer values, viz., using \it{branch and bound}
methods. Then-dimensional bounding problem is daunting both theoretically and computationally.
MCMC computation within an n-dimensional contingency table is also a complex problem. Here, however, the
method operates within the feasible region, using MCMC computational steps (it{ moves}) defined by mathematical
objects associated with algebraic geometry until recently unfamiliar in statistics (Diaconis and Sturmfels 1998). This
presents two possible avenues of research. The first, and more speculative, would be to pursue exact bounds from
within the feasible region, using the moves. The moves themselves are not designed to proceed to the boundary of
the feasible region. However, infeasible moves are often encountered in MCMC. Instead of ignoring these moves, it
may be possible to move alternately inside and outside the feasible region. By selecting moves not probabilistical1y
but on the basis of improvement of an objective function, viz., maximizing or minimizing an internal entry, it may be
possible to pursue exact bound from within the feasible region. Thus, MCMC would benefit the disclosure audit
problem. Conversely, algorithms from operations research for moving around a feasible region defined by (very)
many structural equations may facilitate construction of the moves and improve MCMC computation.
The second, less speculative, avenue ofresearch would be to use MCMC to simulate the distribution of ndimensional contingency tables consistent with the given marginals. The NSO can do so readily as it has a feasible
integer starting table, viz., the original data. Using moves generated, e.g, using GrObner bases, integer solutions are
assured. It then is possible to construct, say, 95% credible regions for feasible integer values of each internal entry.
These can be considered to be \it {credible exact bounds}, which in some applications may be sufficient as surrogates
for exact bounds. If more than credible exact bounds are required, the credible bounds could be used to develop cut
constraints for a full integer programming analysis. Note that this approach will work for the attacker only if the
attacker is in possession of a feasible integer starting solution. This approach is limited by the computational
feasibility ofMCMC computation and Gr(}bner bases, both currently being actively explored.

\section {4.} {Concluding Comments}
We have described extended and new research on important problems in statistical disclosure limitation that involve
Bayesian or hierarchical methods. The use of Bayesian methods to simulate disclosure attack and to assess
disclosure risk appears natural. Hierarchical structure enables evaluation of the effects of measurement and sampling
errors on disclosure limitation. A hierarchical Bayesian framework appears to me uniquely suited for evaluating the
effects of disclosure limitation or model-generated data on data use. New research, combining Bayesian statistics
and mathematical optimization, is suggested by the n-dimensional bounding problem.
\bf{Disclaimer}
The infonnation in this article has been funded wholly or in part by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
It has been subjected to Agency review and approved for publication. Mention of trade names or commercial products
does not constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
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